


What are my options?



Where will my ad appear?
 1. Premium Publisher Sites  - the following are samples of 

how your ad might appear.

Mobile Tablet Desktop



Where will my ad appear?
 2. Social Media – the following are samples of how your ad

might appear.



What does my ad link to?

 Depending on which campaign you choose,
your ad will link to either your content page
on Tourlouisiana.com

and/or to a custom, Search Engine Optimized 
article – written by us and approved by you!



Where will my content live?

 1. In the articles section of TourLouisiana.com



Where will my content live?

 2. In rotation in the Trending box on the
homepage of TourLouisiana.com

 Note that your article will remain in
rotation as long as it is not outdated
information and still “trending”, which is
determined by clicks to view your article



Where will my content live?

 3. In the list of your content on your 
TourLouisiana.com pages



What makes this different than regular 
Native advertising?

The basics of the Louisiana Lagniappe program are the same as a traditional Native advertising campaign. 

Ads are placed on publisher websites promoting and linking to content (generally a story or article) on another 
site.  The ads follow the natural form and function of the publisher site, so as not to disrupt the user experience.

 3rd party voice – with a longtime presence in the digital content and advertising space,
TourLouisiana has established itself as an expert on Louisiana travel and it’s reputation is
recognized by both Google (in organic search returns) and millions of Louisiana travelers.

 Multiple added exposure points across TourLouisiana – homepage, articles page & your content
pages.

 Your story or article lives on TourLouisiana as an additional content page, as long as the content
doesn’t expire.

 Links to all your additional points of engagement – social, website, video, newsletter, etc.

 Reporting appears directly in your TourLouisiana statistics and can be accessed and progress
monitored 24/7 by you.

With the Louisiana Lagniappe program it’s 
the extra’s that make it unique:



What if I prefer a traditional native 
campaign?

AJR Digital Media Solutions offers traditional native and other programmatic campaigns as well. Traditional 
campaigns mostly differ in the following ways:

 Ads link to content on your own site.

 Slightly higher minimum investment required – with different results and KPI’s measured.

 More in-depth reporting.

 Creation of a database generated from knowledge gleaned from engagement with your ad and 
your content.  The database can then be utilized in future programmatic efforts as a retargeting 
tool, eliminating the need to “start from scratch” with each future campaign.

 More detailed targeting options.



Contact Us

NICOLE JUEL SÁNCHEZ

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR

P.O. Box 33182 | San Antonio, TX 78265

T: 210.460.9940 | nicole@ajrmediagroup.com 

AJRMediaGroup.com

http://www.ajrmediagroup.com/
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